Here are the full testimonials from which I took the excerpts...
College Student F.S.
In pursuit of my dream of being a commissioned naval officer I was required to successfully complete
engineering level physics at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University. With no background in physics, I
was overwhelmed and sought help through Tim at Daytona Physics Tutor. I completed Physics 1 for
Engineers within the top 10% of the class and I couldn't have done it without Tim McGreevy. He is
meticulously thorough in locating your academic weakness and turning it to one of your strengths. I
strongly recommend Daytona Physics Tutor for all your scientific academic needs!
High School Student Parent T. A.
My son was failing math, and frustrated, ready to give up. Tim was not only able to quickly identify his
weak areas, but also his learning style and thought processes. In just a few short sessions, my son
began confidently explaining how to complete the work, and is earning A's on his exams. Tim's help
has been priceless for my son's grades, and his self confidence!
College Student Parent P. M.
My smart, hard working son with a tough physics major was struggling to get the physics grades his
potential should have facilitated. I was amazed at how fast Tim was able to determine what his
problem was. As it turned out, he had a problem understanding what the professor wanted and some
other decoding related problems. With Tim's support and direction, the grades came up, the
frustration went down, the tension went away and things became comfortably normalized. Tim has a
gift for working on the right things, which is key and far more important (and difficult) than just drilling
kids on didactic knowledge. I truly believe finding Tim was an essential key to my son's success.
Please feel free to ask Tim for my phone number and I would be happy to discuss in person.
College Student G. D.
I am amazed with the help and clarification I receive each time I go to Daytona Physics Tutor. I am
studying high level physics and the fact that Tim can simplify the subject at that level so that I can
understand it is truly a talent. Tim has helped me through classes like Modern Physics, Optics, and
Classical Mechanics-all notoriously difficult classes. Sometimes it is as simple as seeing something
in a different way but sometimes it is more difficult. If Tim feels he did not do his best he will give a
generous discount on the session. Who could ask for more?
High School Student Parent D. A.
My daughter was preparing to Graduate and was struggling with an Advanced Math Class. Tim
worked with her on her first appointment, but he did not feel like he was able to explain it to her in a
way that she understood, so he asked her to come back the next day. He went home and studied on
how to teach her what she needed and the next day he was able to communicate it in a way that she
understood. He did not charge us for the first session! What a guy! She only needed to see him twice
to understand the material and was able to pass her class with a B. I recommend Tim McGreevy,
Daytona Physics Tutor, to anyone who tells me they or their child is struggling with Math.

